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• Access to referrals for new business
• Solution for new clients to migrate to EHR and attest
to Meaningful Use for $44,000 (or more) incentive

• Faster implementation of your system with less train-
ing and reduced need for customized  templates

• Higher end-user satisfaction with no change in work
habits using dictation to capture  structured EHR-
ready clinical documentation

• Automated conversion of semi-strucured data from
other ONC-certified EHRs into narrative and
 structured data for insertion into your EHR and
 exchange with HIEs

• Ability to take existing EHR records and code the
 information to ICD-10 and SNOMED-CT® for future
 requirements

• Additional revenue earnings from transcription
 commission or from insertion of MediSapien informa-
tion into the EHR

• Partnership opportunities with other MediSapien
 Service Partners for billing services, applications,
and analytics

GETTING STARTED
1. Register at www.medisapien.com or

800-546-5633 x 718
2. Schedule a webinar demonstration
3. Enroll as a MediSapien EHR Partner

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
• Easy integration
• Secure FTP or VPN
• HL7 CDA messaging or MediSapien API
• ADT feed for transcription client for proper I.D.
• MediSapien technical team available for
support and testing or entire project

Import narrative and populate fields with MediSapien™ structured data derived from unstructured
end-user dictation, transcription, and semi-structured EHRs to differentiate your ONC-certified EHR.
 Increase user satisfaction by  requiring no change in work habits and less training. Speed
 implementation by requiring no customized templates. Generate revenue by offering MediSapien
users an easy path to EHR or empowering your clients with dictation.
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MediSapien™ is an enterprise-class web-based
platform for service partners to convert unstructured
text into fully coded structured data.  MediSapien
 accepts  dictation or text from  transcription  vendors,
legacy data and EHRs.  The fully coded structured
 output, including ICD-10, is suitable for insertion into
EHRs and  facilitates  interoperability. MediSapien
also  performs computer-assisted coding (CAC) for
revenue cycle  management  companies, and data
 mining optimized for health data  analytics partners.
The  MediSapien  platform supports  independent
 application developers.
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Federal incentives have spurred a dramatic
increase in EHR adoption, but many health
care providers have not made the move — or
they are unsatisfied with their EHR.
MediSapien lowers the barrier to EHR
 acceptance by populating EHR fields with
structured data from dictation and
 transcription. As a MediSapien Service
 Partner, your company is visible to
 thousands of registered transcription  service
users, and other MediSapien  partners whose
clients may be ready to  implement an EHR or
change EHR vendors.




